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hollywood musicals: the film reader (review) - project muse - hollywood musicals: the film reader
(review) vincent bohlinger the velvet light trap, number 52, fall 2003, pp. 64-66 (review) ... chard dyer’s
“entertainment and utopia” and jane feuer’s “the self-reflective musical and the myth of ... hollywood musicals
does a fine job of presenting its reader (beyond) the pleasures of the hollywood musical film: a re ... in jane feuer's the hollywood musical (1982), new york, new york is given only slight attention. feuer notes:
"the plot of new york, new york reprises a star is born to perpetuate the aura of the mgm musical."10 michael
bliss, in his 1985 study of the films of martin scorsese, refers to the film as "a well the american film
musical genre today: a new breed or just ... - feuer in the hollywood musical (1993). both works are from
the 1980s, although jane both works are from the 1980s, although jane feuer updated her book in 1993, and
they may in some cases be outdated. genre theory & criticism: rock & postmodern musicals emf ... genre theory & criticism: rock & postmodern musicals emf 368-101 ... feuer, jane. the hollywood musical (2nd
edition). indiana university press, 1993. ... kessler, ken. destabilizing the hollywood musical. palgrave
macmillan, 2010. knapp, raymond. the american musical and the performance of personal identity. princeton
unviersity press, 2006. american film 1927-1960 - nyu - american film 1927-1960 . adorno, theodor and
hans eisler. composing for the films. new york: continuum, 2007 (1947) ... hollywood tv: the studio system in
the fifties. austin, tx: university of texas ... feuer, jane. the hollywood musical. 2nd edition. bloomington:
indiana university press, 1993. ft2fg: film genre - talis - the hollywood musical - jane feuer, 1993 book
destabilizing the hollywood musical: music, masculinity and mayhem - kelly kessler, 2010 book new york city
and the hollywood musical: dancing in the streets - martha shearer, 2016 book the musical: race, gender and
performance - susan smith, 2005 book 100 film musicals - jim hillier, douglas pye, 2011 jazz and film: a
bibliography by krin gabbard - making movies black: the hollywood message movie from world war ii to the
civil rights era. new york: oxford up, 1993. crouch, stanley. "bird land." ... feuer, jane. the hollywood musical.
2nd ed. bloomington: indiana up, 1993. 2 gabbard, krin. black magic: white hollywood and african american
culture. glee, flash mobs, and the creation of heightened realities - tional hollywood musical
conventions set out by film and television scholar jane feuer. first, the initial focus is on the club, and the
musical numbers are in the scope of auditions, rehearsals, and performances at pep rallies and competitions.
this fits the hollywood musical’s tendency to look inward; many if not most movie musicals such 'it was
filmed in my home town': diasporic audiences and ... - "it was filmed in my home town": diasporic
audiences and foreign locations in indian popular cinema andrew hassam university of wollongong, ...
influential study of the hollywood musical, jane feuer has probed the role of the on-screen audience of song
and dance numbers. feuer distinguishes between the audience in the film (what society for cinema & media
studies - york university - university of texas press and society for cinema & media studies are collaborating
with jstor to digitize, ... hollywood musical: "bursting from the confines of life by singing your heart out ... ing
that the world of the narrative is also (already) utopian."5 jane feuer, in the hollywood musical, points out that
when characters use music to ... introduction to film genres. summer 2005. crn 11123, mw 1 ... - the
musical read: graham wood, “distant cousin or fraternal read: jane feuer, "the history of the twin? analytical
approaches hollywood musical: to the film musical” innovation as conservation" arlene croce, “dance in film”
richard dyer, introduction to heavenly bodies dancin' in the rain - modernism and cinema - balized songs,
see jane feuer, the hollywood musical (bloomington, ind., 1982), pp. 96-106; hereafter abbreviated hm. 4. the
letter in toto reads: dear ralph [wheelwright]: just received the copy of the advertising billing for sin- gin' in the
rain, and i notice that you omitted the most important credit of the last ten regie im musical theaterwissenschaft.uni-muenchen - musical plays and concept musicals with dramaturgical and staging
approaches from the developments in nonmusical drama“ (l-n, 7): cabaret, sweeney todd, miss saigon, sunday
in the park with george) ... • feuer, jane (1993). the hollywood musical. basingstoke u.a. ... amy herzog
(2010) dreams of difference, songs of ... - altman’s the american musical (1987), and jane feuer’s
hollywood musical (1982) and collections like rick altman’s genre: the musical (1981) have contributed seminal
scholarship, while works like kelly kessler’s destabilizing the hollywood musical (2010) have taken the
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